
Crocodile Dentist

Push down the tooth beside
an orange one.

Push down a tooth to the left
of a pink one.

Push down the tooth beside
a green  one.

Push a tooth down in the
middle of his mouth.

Push down the tooth beside
a pink one.

      Push down a tooth next to a green
one.

        Push down the tooth beside
             a green one.

Push a tooth down in the
middle of his mouth.

Push down the tooth beside
an orange one.

Push down the tooth beside
a pink one.

Push down the tooth  next to
an orange one.

Push down a tooth between
a green one and a orange one.

Push down a tooth between
a pink one and a green  one.

Push down a tooth to the right
of a orange one.
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Crocodile Dentist

Push down either a green tooth or a
pink tooth.

    Push down a tooth left of the pink
one.

Push down a tooth to the left
of a green one.

Push down a tooth to the right of green
one.

Push down either a pink tooth or an
orange one

Push down only a green tooth.

   Push a tooth down that is in front of
his to

Push a tooth down that is at the side of
his mouth

Push down a tooth that is not green or
pink.

Push down a tooth that is not orange or
pink.
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